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 Saturday was a cold day, with lots of water left over from some significant storms that passed through the 
area in the past few days, and the quality of play for the Skins match would reflect the conditions.   Pete and Matt hit 
the tenth fairway but still had a ways to go without benefit of any roll from their tee shots.  Pete ended up on the back 
collar of the green while Matt stayed on the putting surface, ten feet from the cup.  Pete’s first putt got caught in the 
water and he was left with a long putt for par, and when he could not convert the first skin went to Matt who made his 
four.  Nobody found the green on eleven although Ray and Phil were on the left collar with their tee shots, but the 
first evidence of sloppy play showed itself when nobody could save par and a skin was pushed to the next hole.  
Pete was in the woods on twelve while Ray and Matt were down the fairway, Ray in the middle and Matt to the right.  
Pete hit a great second shot to the front edge of the green, Matt about ten feet left of the cup and Ray with the best 
approach to four feet.  But nobody could make their birdie and pars halved the hole, making the thirteenth hole worth 
three skins.  Phil and Ray were in the woods and not a factor on thirteen, but Pete and Matt both found the fairway 
from the tee.  Both players sprayed a bit right on their approach shots, Pete in the rough and Matt in the new grass 
bunker.  Matt chipped six feet above the hole and left himself with a downhill sliding putt for par, which he missed.  
Pete hit a better chip, stopping just two feet to the left of the hole, and when he made his own sliding putt for par, 
Pete took the lead with three skins.  Matt was virtually conceded the fourteenth after each of the other players found 
significant trouble at various points in the hole, and his routine par won a skin and narrowed Pete’s lead.  Nobody 
landed on the green on fifteen, another sign of sloppiness.  Ray had perhaps the toughest chip from a downhill lie to 
the left, but he flopped a beauty to four feet and sank his putt after all the others had missed, winning his first skin 
with a par.  Pete and Matt competed for the skin on sixteen, Pete approaching to the green with a beautiful five wood 
out of the rough and Matt landing in the right side bunker.  After Matt could not save his par with a missed six-foot 
putt, Pete’s two-putt four won another skin to give him four for the day and at least a guaranteed share of the daily 
victory.  The seventeenth hole proved interesting…Phil, with an extra stroke, played two excellent shots to within one 
hundred yards.  Pete was in the left side woods, Ray and Matt in the fairway but a long way away.  Matt and Ray 
chipped to about ten feet while Phil stopped four feet past the cup.  After Ray made his par putt, it put pressure on 
Phil who now had to make his comeback attempt to win the hole, but he slid past the cup and the hole was tied.  This 
left two skins available on eighteen and many possibilities….a tie for second if Phil could win, outright second for 
Ray, a tie for first for Matt and a clinching victory for Pete.  But sloppiness carried the day and the result would be 
none of the aforementioned possibilities.  Phil and Ray were pretty much out of the hole after their tee shots, but 
Pete and Matt were in the fairway.  It looked to be over when Matt stayed right on his approach, settling in between 
the traps, and Pete following with a good shot to twelve feet left.  Matt needed (or thought he needed) to make his 
chip, but he was pin high and three feet right.  Needing two putts to secure the victory, Pete uncharacteristically 
looked up on his first putt and stubbed it, leaving himself a good four feet for par.  He rimmed the cup and came back 
out the front side, leaving the door open for Matt, who would win two skins and tie Pete for the day if he made his 
pretty straight three footer.  But a lack of concentration and a pulled putt from short distance gave Matt a bogey as 
well, so the hole was halved and no skins awarded.  That left Pete with four skins and the daily victory, followed by 
Matt, Ray and Phil.   



 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 


